HOME IMPROVEMENT MONTH
WITH demista™ AND Cosyfloor™
April is Home Improvement Month and with Easter falling early in
2012, traditionally a busy time for DIY stores and garden centres,
this is when the cobwebs are dusted off and serious thought is given
to fixing, adding to or upgrading house or garden.
Bathrooms and kitchens are often the first two rooms needing a
facelift, whether it be new tiles, flooring, bathroom fittings or just a
change of décor. So what better time to consider installing
underfloor heating or, in the case of the bath or shower room,
heated mirror pads to ensure a clear and steam free view all the
time?

COSYFLOOR CABLE MAT

MIST FREE MIRRS & WARM FLOORS

Under floor heating may appear a very modern and expensive idea,
but it should be remembered that the Romans introduced this type of
heating to their homes in Britain around 2,000 years ago. The
various systems, Cosyfloor™, Ecofloor™ and Ecomat™ can all be
obtained from R & D demista™.

Cosyfloor™ is designed to warm

surfaces such as tiles, marble, and stone. Ecofloor™ is a cable kit
that fits beneath most floor surfaces and adapts to irregular shaped
rooms and Ecomat™ is designed to silently warm floor surfaces made
of laminate or wood.

The ranges designed for the bathroom and kitchen areas, where
water can be splashed or spilt, are perfectly safe to use as the cables
are earthed.
demista™ heated mirror pads are sold worldwide, for homes and
apartments, both new developments and refurbishments, as well as
to many of the well known large international hotel groups and
luxury independent establishments. These easy to install pads are
available in a variety of sizes, and can also be used in multiples or
custom-made to cover very large mirrored areas.
Prices for the underfloor heating start at: £ 22.50

per square

metre.
Prices for the heated mirror pads start at £ 18.65

for a Pad 274 x

150mm
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